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INVASION OF ITALY

By C. Buckley, Representing the Combined Press

Italy, Tuesday

It is still almost entirely shadowboxing in this Calabrian campaign for hitherto -
and I write on the evening of the fifth day of invasion - the enemy, whether German or

Italian, has shown no sign of attempting to hold any defensive position in southern

Calabria. The Germans may be expected to make a stand on some previously prepared

position. The Italian army will not fight as an effective force on behalf of the

Germans any where under any conditions. That is the view of all Italian soldiers and

ivilians I have talked with and it confirms what I have felt since the first days of

the Sicilian campaign.

Today the enemy proved as evasive on the central front as he had previously proved

on the coast. (incidentally it is of interest to note that after the inhabitants of

Tamro had raised the white flag to the advancing British troops they were shelled by

German guns on heights to the north with such effect that when I entered it this

morning there was a mere shell of the town left from which the entire population had

fled).

I accompanied a small detachment of Brengun carriers which was patrolling the road.

It was a very peaceful affair. The last enemy troops had left the neighbourhood two

days earlier and the villagers of Calabria were wild with enthusiasm at seeing Allied

troops. To bring one's car at the halt was to run the risk of being mobbed by eager

crowds struggling to shake or kiss one’s hand, I thought, at first, that this

exceptionally warm welcome, which was mere wholehearted than anything I have known since

Tunis must be an indication that the German troops in the neighbourhood had made

themselves particularly unpopular, gut this did not appear to be the case. It was

simply that with every week the war continues Italians grow more desperately anxious for

peace at any price as they realise that every week loads the dice more heavily against

them. Even if some of the enthusiasm is discounted as "offeressence of the mercurial

Latin temperament’’ yet there is solid and genuine basis for it.

In one town we saw to our surprise a couple of the British troopers in the midst cf

a crowd in the main street. Only a few minutes earlier they had been released from

town prison; now they were in the midst of an applauding crowd.

Lance-Corporal Eric Hill, of 3 Laing Street, Macudff, Banffshire, a former

metropolitan policeman and Gunner Harold Brook Hodgson, of 169 Fairbank, Road, Bradford,

ex-school teacher, had been members of one of the small reconnaissance parties which

had been landed on the southern coast of Calabria on August 29, five days before the

invasion. For greater security these parties had split into groups of two and three

and hidden in the hills overlooking. For four days they played hide and seek with the

enemy in abundant cover afforded by the vineclad slopes. Then a shepherd pointed out

heir hiding place to the Italian troops and they were surrounded and captured

near Locri and brought by road to the town where they were lodged in the town goal

among civilian prisoners.

Both men spoke warmly of kindnesses which they had received from fellow prisoners
who had generously supplemented their meagre daily ration (one bowl of thin soup and half

a small loaf of bread) with gifts of fruit brought by friends from outside. Among those

incarcerated with them had been two political prisoners one of whom had been brought

thither from Trieste on a charge of being an English spy while the other was a local

carpenter known to the authorities as an old Trade Unionist who had stated publicly in

June that it would be necessary for British or Americans to take over the administration

of the country to prevent total chaos. From every source there came confirmation of the

impression that Italian reluctance to continue fighting has now stiffened into steady
determination. The British were assured that during the days immediately proceeding
the invasion of Sicily whole battalions of coastal defence troops had been endeavouring
to secure sailing craft in order to cross the Straits to Sicily to surrender themselves to

the British.

All this is confirmtory evidence that only German troops need be taken into account

in forthcoming military operations on the Italian peninsula* where they will make their

first stand is uncertain. Our advance is deliberate and is not being risked in any rush

tactics. Sooner or later the battle will be joined with German forces on a considerable

scale but that time is not yet.
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